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Unlike most hip-hop and rap mixtapes that have commercially released popular beats, Crooked
I’s Mixtape is unique because it contains all original production by the ever so hot producers Jim
Gittum and Complex.

  

After receiving incredible reviews by major publications for Young Boss Vol.1 Mixtape, it was no
surprise how west coast rap artist Crooked I had to go back and meet the demands of his fans
by delivering a Vol. 2. Crooked I has a huge fan base that reaches worldwide. As a hip-hop rap
artist his appeal among the masses is amazing.

  

This Mixtape can easily be mistaken for a classic album. Vol.2 is on fire with Dynasty
Entertainment artists such as the rap artists Horseshoe Gang, and On One Squad.

  

In addition, Crooked I chronicles the details of his turbulent ride from Suge Knight’s Tha Row,
formerly known as Death Row Records, to his present situation with Treacherous/Universal
records in his own DVD Documentary. This DVD, ‘Life After Death Row’, is due to release
Winter 2005.

  

Crooked I has been featured on BET’s Rap City, the cover of Rime Magazine and XXL.
Moreover, Crooked I has had write ups in Source, Scratch, YRB, King, News Week, LA Times,
Gear, Don Diva, and the list goes on. Overall, there is not one highly acclaimed hip-hop
publication that has not had Crooked I’s name in it.

  

Crooked I is not only a lyrical genius but he has gained the street credibility that has made him
one of the best rap artists on the west. In addition to his artistic abilities, Crooked I has been
recently distributed by Treacherous/Universal Records in opening up his very own record label
called Dynasty Records. Not only is Crooked I his own boss, but he is involved with an
overabundance of projects underneath his belt as well. There is nothing this man can’t do!

  

Watch for more information soon on the mixtape from Crooked I. Release date is said now to be
late November, we will keep you posted. On first listen this mixtape is a real banger. Review is
coming shortly.
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